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ABSTRACT: Polymorphisms at variable number of tandem repeat 
(VNTR) loci have been used in forensic science for almost decade. 
Microsatellite loci, especially tri-, tetra-, and pentanucleotide repeat 
loci, have shown great potential in personal identification and pater- 
nity testing. In this report, we describe results of genotyping three 
tetranucleotide repeat loci (D5S818, D7S820, D13S317) in 16 
worldwide indigenous human populations and one chimpanzee pop- 
ulation which were being developed for forensic applications. We 
demonstrate the utility of typing globally diverse populations in 
defining microsatellite alleles: Specifically (i) investigating the 
measurement errors of each allele using semi-automatic genotyping 
instrumentation and software, (ii) assessing the range of alleles, 
(iii) understanding the extent of allele frequency differences across 
worldwide populations, and (iv) identifying possible anomalous 
alleles with complex structures. 
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Polymorphisms at variable number of tandem repeat (VNTR) 
loci have been used for personal identification in forensic science 
for almost decade (1-3). Cu~ently in the United States, DNA 
profiles presented as evidence in the judicial system involve gent-  
typing minisatellite loci (i.e., the loci with the size of repeat unit 
range from nine to several hundreds base pairs) by Southern hybrid- 
ization-based detection schemes. Genotyping VNTR loci is, how- 
ever, not without shortcomings. Inability to make precise allele 
determinations have aroused controversies in the applications of 
VNTRs to personal identification (4-12). 

Microsatellite loci (or short tandem repeat loci, STR), especially 
those tri-, tetra-, and pentanucleotide repeat loci, however, have 
shown great potential in personal identification and paternity test- 
ing (!3-18). The appeal of microsatellite genotyping is due to the 
fact that not only can allele sizes at those loci be determined with 
great precision on polyacrylamide gels, the use of PCR, robotics, 
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and non-radioactive size quantification technology allows automa- 
tion of the genotyping with a minimal quantity of DNA. Microsatel- 
lite loci typing permits state-of-art measurement of fragment sizes 
and therefore, many problems related to the resolving power of 
the detecting system are considerably reduced. 

A fragment may be assigned to a wrong allele in microsatellite 
loci typing if there is an anomalous allele which only slightly 
differs in size due to the insertion or the deletion of even one 
single nucleotide (16-17). The allele frequencies of such complex 
anomalous alleles can be high in human populations (16-17). 
Genotyping worldwide diverse indigenous human populations and 
non-human primates provides better opportunity to define all 
alleles for each locus including any anomalous ones. The typing 
of worldwide indigenous populations will also help to identify 
alleles which are extremely rare in cosmopolitan populations while 
being quite abundant in isolated populations due to various genetic 
and/or demographic reasons. 

The present report describes an effort we made to type three 
tetranucleotide repeat loci (D5S818, D7S820, D13S317) developed 
for forensic applications in 16 indigenous populations and one 
Chimpanzee population. The objectives of this project are (i) to 
investigate the measurement errors of each allele using ABI 373A 
DNA Sequencer, GeneScan TM 672, and Genotyper TM software; (ii) 
to assess the range of alleles in world populations; and (iii) to 
identify possible anomalous alleles with complex structures. 

Materials and Methods 

Three microsatellite loci (D5S818, D7S820, D13S317, see Table 
1 for detailed description) were co-amplified in a single 5-1xL 
volume PCR reaction described in Table 2. Sufficient cocktail 
(based upon the 1 • recipe) was prepared for the desired number 

TABLE 1--Three microsatellite loci studied. 

Loci Dye Primer Sequence (5' to 3') 

D5S818 JOE 

D7S820 JOE 

D13S317 JOE 

GGG TGA TTT TCC TCT TTG GT 
TGA TTC CAA TCA TAG CCA CA 
TGT CAT AGT TTA GAA CGA ACT AAC G 
CTG AGG TAT CAA AAA CTC AGA GG 
ACA GAA GTC TGG GAT GTG GA 
GCC CAA AAA GAC AGA CAG AA 
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TABLE 2--Recipe for 5-1xL PCR reaction. 

Amount Reagent Final Concentration 

0.5 ixL 10 x Buffer 10 mM Tris-HCL, pH 8.3 
1.5 mM MgC12, 50 mM KC1 
0. I mg/mL gelatin 

0.1 IxL 25 mM MgC12 0.5 mM 
0.8 txL 1.25 mM dNTP mix 200 IxM each dNTP 
0.05 IxL Taq polymerase, 5 U/p.L 0.25 units 
0.1 txL Each primer, 10 mM 0.2 mM each 
1.95 txL Water 
1.0 IxL Genomic DNA (50 ng/IxL) 10 ng/txL 

of  reactions, 4 gL dispensed per tube and then 1 gL genomic 
DNA added. A "touchdown" PCR regime (19,20) was run on a 
Perkin Elmer 9600 thermal cycler to enhance specificity. All  
cycles had a denaturation at 94~ for 20 s and an extension at 
72 ~ for 60 s. During each of the initial 14 cycles, the annealing 
temperature (60-s duration) was decreased from 63~ by 0.5~ 
increments per cycle. For the last 20 cycles, the annealing temper- 
ature was held constant at 56~ for 60 s. Following amplication, 
a 1-gL aliquot was combined with 0.5gL ABI GS2500 ROX size 
standard (p.n. 401100) and 2-gL formamide based loading buffer, 
incubated at 95-100~ for 2 min and loaded on a standard 6% 
denaturing sequencing gel. Electrophoresis was conducted at 30 
W for 5 h using 24 cm well to read size gels and an ABI 373A 
sequencer. GeneScan 672 software was used to collect data, track 
lanes, measure fragment sizes, and to verify the internal size stan- 
dard assignments. Genotypes were called by Genotyper (vl.0). 

Sixteen human populations and one chimpanzee population were 
typed. The human populations typed were Zaire and the Central 
African Republic Pygmies (ZAI and CAR), Lisongo Africans 
(LIS), Chinese (CHI), Japanese (JAP), Cambodian (CAM), Surui 
and Karitiana Amazonians (SUR and KAR), Maya from the Yuca- 
tan peninsula (MAN), North Italian (ITA), North European (NEU), 
Native Australian (AUS), Melanesian (MEL), New Guinean 
(NGN) and two linguistically diverse Pakistani groups (PK1 and 
PK2). The number of individuals typed for each population is 
presented in Table 4. 

R e s u l t s  

Initially, all three loci were amplified and analyzed individually. 
Subsequently, co-amplification of all three loci in a single PCR 
reaction tube was achieved using a 'touchdown' PCR regime. We 
evaluated each locus independently and did not see any difference 
from those in the multiplexing experiments. All peak topologies 
were reproducible and readily interpretable. Each of the three loci 
display distinctive and simple tetranucleotide repeat signatures. 
However, the non-templated nucleotide addition to the PCR prod- 
ucts (21) should be taken into account in the interpretation of the 
D7S820 locus. Nonetheless, because we were able to confidently 
interpret all D7S820 alleles, no attempt to alter cycling conditions 
was made to obtain a better signature for this locus. 

The distributions of fragment size for each allele are showed 
in Tables 3a-c. Both average and standard deviation (in parenthe- 
sis) are presented for each allele, along with the count and the 
range of fragment sizes. The measurement error for these three 
loci are generally small (<0.55 base pair). 

Genotypes were determined in 100%, 97%, and 97% of 180 
individuals across 16 human populations at D5S818, D7S820, 
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TABLE 3a--Distribution of fragment sizes of D5S818 alleles. 

Allele Smallest Largest 
Designated Average Size Count Fragment Fragment 

123 122.95 (.05) 2 122.93 122.97 
125 124.82 (.00) 1 124.82 124.82 
127 126.83 (.10) 17 126.69 126.96 
133 132.63 (.08) 9 132.53 132.76 
137 136.62 (.02) 7 136.57 136.69 
141 140.63 (.12) 15 140.50 140.87 
145 144.63 (.05) 46 144.51 144.81 
149 148.69 (.00) 108 148.54 148.95 
153 152.75 (.16) 100 152.57 152.93 
157 156.85 (.00) 47 156.69 156.98 
161 160.96 (.05) 8 160.88 161.05 

TABLE 3~-Distribution of fragment sizes of D7S820 alleles. 

Allele Smallest Largest 
Designated Average Size Count Fragment Fragment 

201 201.40 (.10) 2 201.32 201.47 
205 205.40 (.16) 53 205.28 205.65 
209 209.41 (.14) 20 209.25 209.54 
213 213.38 (.15) 73 213.08 213.63 
217 217.45 (.19) 96 217.21 217.63 
221 221.48 (.04) 72 221.26 221.64 
225 225.97 (.15) 8 225.70 226.12 
229 230.22 (.08) 4 230.14 230.29 

TABLE 3c--Distribution of fragment sizes ofD13S317 alleles. 

Allele Smallest Largest 
Designated Average Size Count Fragment Fragment 

174 173.78 (.07) 41 173.71 173.89 
178 177.85 (.07) 48 177.77 177.92 
182 181.91 (.09) 39 181.80 182.00 
186 185.97 (.00) 78 185.90 186.09 
190 189.85 (.12) 93 189.70 190.00 
194 193.78 (.08) 32 193.69 193.87 
198 197.66 (.17) 11 197.40 197.88 

D13S317, respectively. Chimpanzee individuals cannot be ampli- 
fied at D7S820. This is either due to nucleotide substitution(s) at 
priming regions or an absence of the locus in the Chimp genome. 
Each individual was amplified at most twice or was dropped if 
the amplification failed in both trials. 

The number of alleles, heterozygosity, and the number of chro- 
mosomes typed for each population at all three loci are listed in 
Table 4. High level of heterozygosities are observed in all three 
loci across 16 human populations included in this study. The allele 
frequencies are not presented due to the small sample sizes, but 
are available upon request. Generally, populations from the same 
continent tend to have similar allele frequency distributions. 
D5S818 alleles for Chimpanzees differ by increments of two base 
pair instead of four suggesting that there may be a dinucleotide 
repeat associated with the locus. No anomalous alleles due to 
simple insertion or deletion events were detected within the human 
samples examined. 

D i s c u s s i o n  

Achieving a balanced fluorescent signal for accurate size analy- 
sis is desirable when numerous loci are analyzed in a single gel 
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TABLE 4--Observed number of  alleles and heterozygosity in 
worldwide populations at D5S818, D7S820, D13S317. 

D5S818 D7S820 D13S317 

Population n A H n na H n n A H n 

CAR 6 74.5 20 5 74.0 20 4 67.0 20 
LIS 5 75.5 20 5 69.0 20 5 73.5 20 
ZAI 3 56.5 20 5 74.7 18 6 78.0 20 
CAM 6 76.0 20 4 71.5 20 6 72.0 20 
CHI 6 79,0 20 4 71.5 20 6 79.0 20 
JAP 5 72.5 20 5 75.5 20 6 77.5 20 
KAR 4 62.5 20 3 46.0 20 3 53.5 20 
SUR 5 74.0 20 4 41.0 20 5 58.5 20 
MYN 6 60,0 20 6 74.1 18 6 79.5 20 
ITA 6 69.2 32 6 77.1 28 7 76.9 30 
NEU 5 66.4 28 7 79.1 28 7 74.0 28 
AUS 6 78.0 20 4 70.5 20 5 70.4 18 
MEL 5 66.0 20 4 69.1 18 4 66,1 18 
NGN 7 77.5 20 5 66.5 20 6 76.0 20 
PK1 4 70.0 20 6 69.0 20 7 77.0 20 
PK2 5 64.0 20 5 71.0 18 5 77.3 16 
APE* 3 26.5 20 0 0.00 0 5 76.4 12 

NOTE:--nA, H, n are the number of alleles, heterozygosity, and number 
of chromosomes typed, respectively. 

*There are three alleles (123, 125, and 127 bp) in Chimpanzee at 
D5S818. Chimpanzee cannot be amplified at D7S820. 

lane. Experimental protocols should be adjusted such that one 
locus is not significantly overloaded with respect to any others. 

more accurately by using an improved fluorescent size standard 
(GS350) which do not display any split peaks. 

One controversial problem, unrelated to the issue of measuring 
error, in application of DNA evidence in personal identification 
is the choice of reference populations in the computation of match 
probability (7,23). It was claimed that the reference populations 
used may not be suitable or they may be substructured (4,23) which 
could introduce deviation from Hardy-Weinberg expectations and 
consequently invalidate the computation of match probability. The 
National Research Council (7) suggested the concept of 'ceiling 
principal' as a conservative guide line for match probability estima- 
tion. It has been shown that Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium generally 
holds in cosmopolitan populations as weU as indigenous popula- 
tions at almost all microsatellite loci examined (13-15,24) and the 
selection of reference populations is not crucial for minisatellite 
markers (25-26). One rigorous approach to study this issue is to 
type numerous indigenous populations in addition to cosmopolitan 
populations for each microsatellite locus proposed for use in foren- 
sic application, and to compare allele frequency distributions of 
those indigenous populations with those of cosmopolitan popula- 
tions. Unfortunately, our current sample size is insufficient to 
address this issue. 

We would like to indicate that microsatellite loci are also 
extremely useful in studies of human genome diversity. It has been 
shown that such loci can provide a general picture of human 
evolution and migration with high resolution (24,27). 

We chose to exploit the genotyping efficiency inherent in the 
instrumentation design by both co-amplifying the three loci in a 
single PCR reaction and then analyzing all alleles in a single lane. 
To minimize fluorescent signal difference between loci, only one 
fluorophore (JOE) was used to label all three loci, with discrimina- 
tion being based on size alone. Alternative fluorescent labeling 
and gel loading schemes are possible. Although the most stringent 
analysis conditions would involve amplifying one locus per PCR 
reaction and analyzing only one locus per lane, genotyping effi- 
ciency would be sacrificed. The techniques described here have 
sufficient flexibility to accommodate different priorities and 
objectives. 

The presence of anomalous alleles due to the insertion or the 
deletion of one or two single nucleotides may introduce misiden- 
tification and reduce the exclusionary power of microsatellites 
in forensic applications (16-17). In this study of tetranucleotide 
repeats, we noticed that D5S818 may have such anomalous 
alleles because 2-bp differences were detected for some alleles 
in chimpanzees all of which have never been observed in 
humans. The use of instrumentation and procedures that can 
resolve one base pair difference between DNA fragments (e.g., 
ABI 373A and ABI 377 sequencers) is essential to detect any 
anomalous alleles. By genotyping worldwide indigenous human 
populations and non-human primates, one can define the existence 
of such alleles and characterize their frequencies in human 
populations. 

The local Southern (22) algorithm was used by Genescan 672 
software in determining the sizes of DNA fragments. However, 
the size standard used in this study (ABI GS2500 ROX) may 
introduce systematical measurement errors to alleles with certain 
sizes because of an occurrence of split peaks. This is most evident 
with 225 and 229 base pairs alleles at D7S820. Appropriate precau- 
tions must be taken if the fragments with unexpected sizes are 
observed. The range of fragment sizes for each allele presented 
in Tables 3a-c can be used in Genotyper to create category groups 
for three markers studied. The fragment size can be measured 
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